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QUESTION 1

You need to perform statistical analysis in your MapReduce job and would like to call methods in the Apache Commons
Math library, which is distributed as a 1.3 megabyte Java archive (JAR) file. Which is the best way to make this library
available to your MapReducer job at runtime? 

A. Have your system administrator copy the JAR to all nodes in the cluster and set its location in the
HADOOP_CLASSPATH environment variable before you submit your job. 

B. Have your system administrator place the JAR file on a Web server accessible to all cluster nodes and then set the
HTTP_JAR_URL environment variable to its location. 

C. When submitting the job on the command line, specify the ?ibjars option followed by the JAR file path. 

D. Package your code and the Apache Commands Math library into a zip file named JobJar.zip 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: The usage of the jar command is like this, 

Usage: hadoop jar [mainClass] args... 

If you want the commons-math3.jar to be available for all the tasks you can do any one of these 

1. Copy the jar file in $HADOOP_HOME/lib dir 

2.

or

Use the generic option -libjars. 

 

QUESTION 2

Workflows expressed in Oozie can contain: 

A. Sequences of MapReduce and Pig. These sequences can be combined with other actions including forks, decision
points, and path joins. 

B. Sequences of MapReduce job only; on Pig on Hive tasks or jobs. These MapReduce sequences can be combined
with forks and path joins. 

C. Sequences of MapReduce and Pig jobs. These are limited to linear sequences of actions with exception handlers but
no forks. 

D. Iterntive repetition of MapReduce jobs until a desired answer or state is reached. 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: Oozie workflow is a collection of actions (i.e. Hadoop Map/Reduce jobs, Pig jobs) arranged in a control
dependency DAG (Direct Acyclic Graph), specifying a sequence of actions execution. This graph is specified in hPDL (a
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XML Process Definition Language). 

hPDL is a fairly compact language, using a limited amount of flow control and action nodes. Control nodes define the
flow of execution and include beginning and end of a workflow (start, end and fail nodes) and mechanisms to control the
workflow execution path ( decision, fork and join nodes). 

Workflow definitions Currently running workflow instances, including instance states and variables 

Reference: Introduction to Oozie 

Note: Oozie is a Java Web-Application that runs in a Java servlet-container - Tomcat and uses a database to store: 

 

QUESTION 3

How are keys and values presented and passed to the reducers during a standard sort and shuffle phase of
MapReduce? 

A. Keys are presented to reducer in sorted order; values for a given key are not sorted. 

B. Keys are presented to reducer in sorted order; values for a given key are sorted in ascending order. 

C. Keys are presented to a reducer in random order; values for a given key are not sorted. 

D. Keys are presented to a reducer in random order; values for a given key are sorted in ascending order. 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: Reducer has 3 primary phases: 

1. 

Shuffle 

The Reducer copies the sorted output from each Mapper using HTTP across the network. 

2. 

Sort 

The framework merge sorts Reducer inputs by keys (since different Mappers may have output the same key). 

The shuffle and sort phases occur simultaneously i.e. while outputs are being fetched they are merged. 

SecondarySort 

To achieve a secondary sort on the values returned by the value iterator, the application should extend the key with the
secondary key and define a grouping comparator. The keys will be sorted using the entire key, but will be grouped using
the grouping comparator to decide which keys and values are sent in the same call to reduce. 

3. Reduce 

In this phase the reduce(Object, Iterable, Context) method is called for each in the sorted inputs. 

The output of the reduce task is typically written to a RecordWriter via TaskInputOutputContext.write (Object, Object). 
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The output of the Reducer is not re-sorted. Reference: org.apache.hadoop.mapreduce, Class Reducer 

 

QUESTION 4

Review the following data and Pig code. 

M,38,95111 

F,29,95060 

F,45,95192 

M,62,95102 

F,56,95102 

A = LOAD andapos;dataandapos; USING PigStorage(andapos;.andapos;) as (gender:Chararray, age:int, 

zlp:chararray); 

B = FOREACH A GENERATE age; 

Which one of the following commands would save the results of B to a folder in hdfs named myoutput? 

A. STORE A INTO andapos;myoutputandapos; USING PigStorage(andapos;,andapos;); 

B. DUMP B using PigStorage(andapos;myoutputandapos;); 

C. STORE B INTO andapos;myoutputandapos;; 

D. DUMP B INTO andapos;myoutputandapos;; 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the disadvantage of using multiple reducers with the default HashPartitioner and distributing your workload
across you cluster? 

A. You will not be able to compress the intermediate data. 

B. You will longer be able to take advantage of a Combiner. 

C. By using multiple reducers with the default HashPartitioner, output files may not be in globally sorted order. 

D. There are no concerns with this approach. It is always advisable to use multiple reduces. 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: Multiple reducers and total ordering If your sort job runs with multiple reducers (either because
mapreduce.job.reduces in mapred-site.xml has been set to a number larger than 1, or because you\\'ve used the -r
option to specify the number of reducers on the command-line), then by default Hadoop will use the HashPartitioner to
distribute records across the reducers. Use of the HashPartitioner means that you can\\'t concatenate your output files
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to create a single sorted output file. To do this you\\'ll need total ordering, 

Reference: Sorting text files with MapReduce 
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